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Notes for contributors
Oryx publishes original articles and reports dealing with the conservation of species and habitats
throughout the world, with particular emphasis on those which are endangered.

Contributions should be concise but informative, normally in English. Articles should be as short as
possible, preferably under 3000 words, and very short articles are acceptable.

Manuscripts should be typed on one side only and double-spaced on A4 paper (208x298 mm). The
lefthand margin must be at least 40 mm wide.

Two copies should be submitted if possible.

Footnotes should be avoided but if necessary should be indicated with asterisks in the text.

References in the text should give the author's name with the year of publication in parentheses. The
reference list should be in alphabetical order and include the full title. References should be given
according to the abbreviations in the World List of Scientific Periodicals.

Illustrations are welcomed and ideally should be glossy, black-and-white whole plate prints. Good
colour slides are acceptable if black-and-white photographs are not available.

Line drawings and maps should be in black ink on strong white or transluscent paper. Lettering on
maps should not be handwritten.

Captions for figures should be typed consecutively on a separate sheet.

Scientific names should be underlined and not placed in brackets. Species' names should follow a
named checklist which should be mentioned in a covering letter where there is a risk of confusion.

The first time a species is mentioned its scientific name should be given. English names should be lower
case throughout except where they incorporate the name of a particular country.

The author's name and postal address should follow any acknowledgments and references at the end
of the article.

Edited manuscripts are sent so that corrections can be made before typesetting. Authors should check
these carefully since corrections at galley stage are expensive. Galley proofs will be sent to the author
for approval before going to press if time permits.

Fifty reprints are supplied free; additional copies are supplied at cost

All correspondence to Dr Jacqui Morris, Editor of Oryx, Fauna and Flora Preservation Society, c/o
Zoological Society of London, Regent's Park, London NW14RY, UK.
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